
Boiling Water Taps





boiling water at your fingertips

Safety, our highest priority

Boiling water straight from the tap is the latest trend in the kitchen. Making a cup of tea, sterilising 
baby bottles, peeling tomatoes or boiling water for pasta will only take a fraction of the usual time. 
A practical kitchen appliance that will prove its effectiveness every day.

Safety is paramount in all of our products, and where boiling water is involved it is even more crucial. All of 
our boiling water taps are equipped with a child safety feature using a recoil spring in the push-turn knob. 
This prevents unintentional or unguarded use of the boiling water tap, the recoil spring immediately stops 
the water jet when the button is released. In addition, the design of the outflow keeps the temperature 
on the outside of the spout at a safe level, the water jet is very compact, in order to reduce splashing to a 
minimum.

The boiling water taps by Itho have been equipped with various techniques in order to guarantee safety.

Tube in tube
In the outflow of the 3 in 1 tap, the tube in tube technique separates the boiling water completely from hot 
and cold. This prevents boiling water flowing out when you run the hot or cold water. 
Push turn knob
In order to prevent unintentional use of boiling water, our taps are equipped with a push-turn knob. For 
instant switch off you release the button causing a recoil spring to stop the flow.
Compact water flow
The design of the flow-reducing nozzle ensures a compact, quiet boiling water flow. This limits splashing as 
much as possible.

100° Boiling Water                                 Space Saving Tank                                   Energy Efficient 

Unlike some other “hot” taps 
in the market the Itho boiling 
water taps deliver true 100° 
boiling water. Why is this 
important? 
Because with the Itho boiling 
water tap you can sterilise a 
baby’s bottle, brew tea, cook 
pasta or boil an egg.

The Itho boiling tank is 
designed to fit below the 
base unit and behind the 
plinth taking up zero 
cupboard space.

The Itho boiler costs just 4c* 
per day to run as opposed 
to a kettle which costs 
approximately 42c* every 
time it is boiled. Save both 
time and money with the 
Itho boiling water tap range.

*subject to electricity rates



Dolce Chrome

Dolce Stainless Steel

Details Art. No. R.R.P
Tap, Filter and 5 ltr tank ITHO05DC €1299

Tap, Filter, 5 ltr tank & Blend valve ITHO05DCBV €1429

Details Art. No. R.R.P
Tap, Filter and 5 ltr tank ITHO05DSS €1349

Tap, Filter, 5 ltr tank & Blend valve ITHO05DSSBV €1479



Gusto Chrome

Gusto Stainless Steel

Details Art. No. R.R.P
Tap, Filter and 5 ltr tank ITHO05GC €1299

Tap, Filter, 5 ltr tank & Blend valve ITHO05GCBV €1429

Details Art. No. R.R.P
Tap, Filter and 5 ltr tank ITHO05GSS €1349

Tap, Filter, 5 ltr tank & Blend valve ITHO05GSSBV €1479





5 Litre Tank

Claris Filter

Replacement Filter

The Itho boiling water tank keeps the water at 110° and it is dispensed at 100° making it one of the few 
boiling water taps available. Additionally, the 5 litre tank can be fitted under the unit behind the plinth 
freeing up space in the cabinet.

The Itho tap is supplied with a special filter. The Claris filter removes limescale, filters sediment and 
fluoride and reduces chlorine and odours. The reduction in limescale with this unique filter ensures 
that the boiler will continue to provide a trouble free performance.

Depending on the quality of the water in your area you may require a replacement filter periodically. 
There are a range of filters available, simply contact us to discuss the options.



Issue: TAP001/16

Warranty
Your new Itho 3-in-1 Boiling Water Tap comes with:

5 Year Parts Only Warranty on the Heating Tank 
&

 2 Year Parts Only Warranty on all other components.

(subject to filter replacement periodically, failure to replace your filter could invalidate your warranty)

Register Warranty 
www.ithouk.co.uk
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